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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXIOO
Faculty Meeting
November 13 , 1956
(Sunnnarized Minutes)
The November 13, 1956, meeting of the University Faculty was called to order
by Vice-President Castetter at 4: 05 p . rn., with a quorum present.

Dr . Castetter said that the primary purpose of the meeting was a discussion
of certain options regarding the State retirement system upon which members
of the N.M.E.A. will shortly be asked to vote . The matter was considered to
be of sufficient general interest to justify its inclusion on the agenda of
a regular meeting of the Faculty.
After reviewing briefly the steps leading to the University's participation
in Social Security, Dr. R. M. Duncan, a ioomber of the N.M.E.A . Retirement
Committee, recalled that the last Legislature had made available to the
Educational Retirement Board a sum for an actuarial study of the State
retirement system which might lead to impr ovements .
Dr . Duncan discussed the two actuarial studies which were made, emphasizing
the second one, called the Excel Repcrt, which was used by the N.M.E .A.
Retirement Committee in making recommendations to its membership .
The first alternative recommended in the Report was to stabilize the present
retirement plan, with essentially the same provisions and benefits, by increasing its cost . This stabilization plan called for a normal cost of
7.9% of payroll, which together with 3% interest (3 .7% of payroll) would
make a total of 11 . 6% of payroll. Of this the individual would be asked to
contribute possibly 4% of the first $6, 000 of his salary with the State
Paying as much of the difference as possible . It was pointed out that the
institutions of higher learning are now paying 3% and the public schools
only about 2%.
The other alternative of the ~xcel Report discussed by Dr . Duncan was to
offset the present retirement plan with Social Security. This plan proposed
to pay the same benefits, either for disability or retirement, as the present Plan until the member became eligible for Social Security paynents, at
Which time the present benefits would be reduced by one-half of any primary
benefits of Social Security. This integrated plan would involve a normal
cost of 5.7% of payroll, plus 3% of payroll as interest on accru~d liability,
P~us Social Security taxes of 6.2%, for a total of 14.9%. In this alternative the individual might have to pay in the neighborhood of 5%.
These two plans were based on a retirement age of f:IJ . Dr . Duncan suggested
that the cost of retirement might be reduced as much as 25% by setting the
retirement age at 65. On this basis he presented four possible plans -- one
based on stabilizing the present system but figured for age 65 as well as
age 60, anl the other on integration with Social Security, also figured for
both ages . He then presented additional information as an indication of
wh~t retirement might cost if the present system were supplemented by T.I .A.A.
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After discussion of the four plans, he asked the faculty to indicate by
ballot its preference among them, as well as any thoughts regarding possible
supplementary plans . In view of the small attendance, it was decided to
distribute the ballot to the entire faculty (it was mailed from the President ' s office on November 15th) .
Dr. Fleck read a resolution of the New Mexico
sent to the presidents of New Mexico colleges
resolution expressed concern over the problem
and inadequate .budgets in the institutions of
for "immediate action by the people and their
provide for sharply increased salaries .

Education Association Council
and universities . The
of increasing enroll nts
higher learning and called
elected representatives" to

The meeting adjourned at 5:32 p . m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary

)
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UNIVERSITY OF NE

MEXICO

FACULTY MEETING
November

13, 1956

The November 13, 1956, meeting of the University Faculty was called to order by Vice-President Castetter at
4:05 p.m., with a quorum present.
VICE-PRESIDENT CASTETTER: The meeting will please
come to order. First, are there any reports of standing
committees? If not, we will move on to reports of special
committees. No reports of special committees? Any special
order of business? Is there any old business, John?
SECRETARY DURRIE:

No, sir.

CASTETTER:
·e now come to new business. The meeting
was called primarily today for discussion of the information
which was sent out to the faculty sponsored by the local chapter of the N.M.E.A. Dr. Duncan will report on this.
DR. ROBERT DUNCAN: Mr. Chairman and members of the
faculty, in order to try to understand this, I have prepared
three different sheets, which are labelled Tables I, II, and
III, and are available both up at the top of the room and
down here. Some of you may recall a meeting, I think it
was four years ago, when the A. A. U. P. Chapter on the cam- Report by
NMEA repus thought something should be done to improve the retiregarding
ment situation of the members of the faculty, so the chappossible
ter caused to be introduced into the Legislature a bill
changes in
which would have the effect of adjusting the State law so
State rethat we could participate in Federal Social Security if and
tirement
when Federal Social Security became available to us. The
system and
bill didn't get very far because the N. M. E. A. lobby
integrati~
smacked it down, and the upshot of that was that this fawith Socia
culty joined the New Mexico Education Association in conSecurity
siderable numbers, with the result that ultimately I was
appointed to the N. M. E. A. Retirement Committee, along
with the President of the Emeritus Employees Association,
who was pressing at that time for some improvement in the
retirement system, because he realized that the time would
soon come when there wouldn't be enough money to pay the
benefits that had been promised .
My role in the Retirement Committee was limited during the first couple of years to as much pressure as I
could exert to get social security for us. If you remember,
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the Amendments of 1954 in Congress allowed institutions of
higher learning and state retirement systems to obtain Social Security if their State laws permitted. So during the
last Legislature the law was changed to permit our obtaining
Social Security, and this faculty paid up the social security tax back to January 1, 1955, and on the first of July this
year those of us who were paid up to July 1, 1955, were completely insured W1der Federal Social Security, and, of course,
some of our faculty have retired, and have Social Security in
addition to the benefits of the state retirement system.
I limited my activities on the Retirement Committee
somewhat because I realized that there was a possibility that
the people who are employed in the public schools might require a different sort of retirement plan from what we would
prefer because it would seem to me that there are many in
the public schools who are W1married and who, therefore, are
less concerned about the survivors' benefits than members or
people who are married and have children. Well, we now have
the Social Security for the institutions of higher learning,
and, of course, some of the school systems in the state are
pressing for Social Security also.

. . .

.

The problem, of course, for the schools is quite great
because the retirement benefits that are promised under the
present state law are such that the money paid into the system is soon going to have to increase considerably to keep us
from paying out more money every year than we take in. Of
course, that is a dangerous situation. I think the attitude
of the public schools, and certainly the attitude of the administrators, has changed somewhat over the last few years.
Those of you who are members of the N. M. E. A. will recall
last spring the membership was balloted to find out the
preference for plans for amending the retirement law. About
half of the ballots sent out were returned, and half of
those who returned the ballots indicated a willingness to
contribute in order to make the retirement system more sound,
and I suspect also to insure that the benefits of the present
system might be increased.
When I say half of the people returned ballots indicating their willingness to contribute, they seemed to indicate willingness to contribute as much as 5% of their salaries. As I say, they are willing to do so probably because
they expected that by so doing, it would be possible for them
to obtain increased benefits. There was a lot of inconsistency in that ballot as one might expect. A lot of people
are Willing to contribute but they v.ould not be willing to
~~ntribute enough to pay for the benefits that they would
ke to see, of course.
One of the things that inhibits the public schools in
general in their seeking to improve the retirement system and
Paying the cost that would be necessary, is that they are
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a are that the State's share of the increased cost of retirement will come from the Equalization Fund which is, of course,
supplied principally by the Sales Tax Law, and they feel that
if they take additional money from that fund that it will
make that much less money available to the schoo ls for salary
increases and whatever other ch arges are made on it. A majority of the people answering the questionnaire indicated
also that they would be willing to make a contribution of a
percentage of their total salary. I don't know whether that
is one provision that we would like or not, because in general I think our salaries are higher, and since the limit is
placed on the benefits -- that is, a limit of $150 a month -it might be that we would not prefer to pay on salaries, say,
in excess of $ 6,000 -- maybe on the first 6,000, but not
above that. I say we might prefer not to. I suppose most of
us would prefer not to, since we do not get any increased
benefits, but, of course, there is always the possibility
we will wish to supplement our retirement in some other ay,
and, of course, fortunately institutions of higher le rning
do have another way, because we can always join the T. I. A. A.
and obtain additional retirement benefits in that manner.
If the University could find the money to support the
State's part of the contribution, I suspect many of us ould
be interested in doing that. The majority of the people ansering the questionnaire seemed to disapprove of the Social
Security. I am not sure why that is. It might be because
there are a number of single people, and, of course, Social
Security does not have the attractiveness to people ho are
not married that it has to married people. That may be one
reason. I suspect there is another reason, and that is that
there are a number of people who in the past have supported
the State Retirement System, who have talked against Social
Security because naturally it costs more if you ant it, and
they are opposed to having any change made in the plan.
DEAN SORRELL: You refer to a poll.
of the public schools?
DUNCAN:
SORRELL:

as that a poll

No, of the New Mexico Education Association.
That included mostly the public schools?

DUNCAN: Yes,
Since the N. M. E. A. is largely an
o~ganization of public schools, naturally, what they think
:hout it will be influential to ards hat is proposed in
e next Legislature.
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The attitude of the public schools about Social Security may be different now. This was taken last spring, and
I think there is a greater understanding of retirement needs
now, and also of retirement costs, on the part of the people
in the public schools, more understanding than there used to
be. A clear majority want survivor benefits, and, of course,
the Social Security does offer the cheapest form of survivor benefits. Of course, to have survivor benefits, the survivors must be dependents of the person deceased.
The last Legislature made available to the State Retirement Board -- that is to say, the Educational Retirement
Board -- the sum of $10,000, I believe, for the purpose of
hiring actuaries to study the retirement system, and, of
course, to study the possibilities for improving the system.
The State Retirement Board has, in general, been failing to
require the actuary to do what the N. M. E. A. Committee
thought should be done. As a matter of fact, I think they
followed the recommendation of the N. M. E. A. and hired
George Buck, an actuary from New York City to make the report. Mr. Buck made his report and the N. M. E. A. Committee,
I think, didn't like the report very much because they thought
that r. Buck's estimate of the cost of the present retirement
benefits was too great. Mr. Buck indicated that the normal
cost to provide the benefits that we are now promised would
be 6.65 per cent of the payroll. That would take care of the
retirement of the average person who begins now in the public
schools or in the faculties of the colleges and university,
and leaves out of consideration, of course, entirely the
amount of money necessary to provide benefits for those of
us who are already employed or those of us who are already
retired. Mr. Buck estimated that it would take 6. 35 per cent
of the payroll to take care of that additional amount; that
is , to take care of the retirement of people who are now employed plus the benefits for the people who are already retired, making a total of 13 per cent of the payroll .
ell,
of course, nothing like 13 per cent of the payroll is being
Paid into the retirement fund at the present time . The institutions of higher learning are paying in 3 per cent and
the Public schools are paying in only about 2 per cent to
the retirement fund because by state law they are not required to pay a percentage of tbe payroll but a percentage
of the Equalization Fund itself. And the law says there
ll be taken from the Equalization Fund 3 per cent every
Year to be placed in the retirement funds. That amounts to
about 2 per cent, as I say, of the total payroll of the
~~~lie schools. Mr. Buck's report, as I have indicated, was
very happily received because 13 per cent of payroll is
~1 terri fie jolt when you are accustomed to thinking of getng these benefits for only 3 per cent of the payroll, and,

'
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of course, in the case of the public schools, for even less.
It is a jolt for us, but I think many of us realize the dangerous situation the Retirement Act was in, which was one of
the reasons we were trying to move to improve the retirement
status.
In any case, the N. M. E. A. Committee and the State
Retirement Board decided to hire another actuarial firm to
see whether its report might indicate that the cost of the
present plan is not as great as Mr. Buck's estimate had
been that it was. Well, the new firm of Coates, Herfurth
and England, a ~est Coast firm with of fices in Denver, actually decided after their examination that the normal cost
of the fund would be 7 .9 per cent.
Now, if you will look at Table No. I, you will find
that figure under the second paragraph: "Normal cost, 7•9%
of payroll." This new actuarial firm estimated the normal
cost would be 7.9 per cent as against 6.65 in the Buck report. But the new actuarial firm said, You don't have to
amortize the accrued liability"; that is to say, Mr. Buck's
figures, you remember, were Normal cost, 6.65 per cent,
and then to take care of the accrued liability it would have
taken another 6.35 per cent, or a total of 13 per cent. Now,
Mr. Buck said this 6.35 per cent of the payroll would in
twenty-five years pay into the fund enough money so that that
liability would be wiped out, and so it wouldn't be necessary
after the twenty-five years to consider this as one of the
costs, and that from that time on 6.65 per cent would carry
the coat of the fund. But the new firm realized that the
figure of 13 per cent was what was sticking into the Retirement Committee, and they worked out a system whereby they
OUld reduce that cost. There wasn't anything else they
could do. They estimated the normal cost as not 6.65 per
cent, but 7.9 per cent as I have shown in the figures here
on the blackboard. Th;y said we don't have to amortize this
liability because the state government is behind us and the
state government never goes out of business, and so if we
pay the interest on the accrued liability, that w111 be all
that is necessary.
Now, let us go back to the tables and refer to Table
I here, because I want to talk about thCE e figures first,
rd then I will get back t~the interest in a moment. The
b;~ure of approximately $14,000,000 is the present value of
1 efi ts to people retired now. That means if that was col1~Ct1ng interest at the rate of 3 per cent every year, that
would insure that the benefits promised to the people on
retirement ould be met.
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'Ihe present value of benefits to people who are no employed is considerably more, of course, because there are more
people employed than on retirement . That would require
80 ,180 , 000, and that much in the bank accruing interest at 3
per cent per year would insure that the benefits promised
would be met. The total present value of benefits to people
retired plus the present value of benefits to people no employed would then be $94,030,000. The retirement fund no
has in it $3 , 240,000, so we could, of course, sul:tract that,
making a total liability of $90 ,790,000 . And that is the
money needed to pay the benefits of both those ho are retired and those of us now employed.
e do not need to orry
about those who may be employed in the future because if they
pay the 7. 9 per cent, they will be taken care of entirely ,
and we don't need to worry about them . There is another figure which makes this a little more palatable now, and that
is if we started paying 7. 9 per cent of the payroll no, by
th time we are retired we will have paid into the system
enough money to amount to the present value of 34,820,000.
CASTETTER: May I ask a question there on the pre ent
retirement fund of $3 ,240,000? In the last two or three
years has that been increasing or decreasing?
DUNCAN: It has been increasing, but at a diminishing
rate, and the time will come in five or six years when they
will start paying out more money than they are taking in
As a matter of fact, I checked the figures and if everybody
60 years of age--and that is as old as you need to be if you
have the twenty y ars service--if everybody 60 years of a e
retired and was entitled to the maximum benefits, in 1958
the fund would have a tremendous deficit . Not everyone ho
retires is eligible for the maximum benefits, but if e start
paying now 7. 9 into the fund that ould have a present value
of 34, 820 ,000 , leaving a balance of practically 56,000,000
deficit, as it were . Now this $56,000,000 is hat Mr. Excel
of the firm of Coates , He;fur th and England said e needn't
pay back provided we pay enough money every year to am Junt to
the interest at 3 per cent on that amount of money .
ell,
that is over a million dollars a year, you s • So he estimated that it would take 3.7 per cent of the payroll to pay
the interest on the $56, 000, 000 , making a total cost of 11 .6
per cen t of the payroll . Now , at this point this is hat he
stimates the present cost of our present plan to be.
e
are not paying anywhere near that much into it. Therefore,
e are in a very dangerous situation . The reason, I tcink,
the Public schools have a oetter understanding of the situation now is that r . Excel as present at the last meeting
~f the N. M. E. A. Council which is composed of representa1ves of the public schools all over the state, and, of
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course, heavily loaded with administrators, who, on the whole,
I think perhaps, have been a little more willing to rock along
with thet>ld plan than the average public school teacher. I
say "probably. n I don't know. I do say, though, that some of
the most vocal opposition to changing the retirement law comes
from administrators in the public schools.
Now, are there any questions you wish to raise before
we go on?
PROFESSOR HAAS :
DUNCAN:

HAAS:
act?

On t he retirement act?
Yes.

DUNCAN:
HAAS:

What is the present payroll figure?

You mean people who are under the retirement
Yes.

DUNCAN:
WOLLMAN:

About 3 per cent.
On the average for the whole state?

DUNCAN: No, it wouldn't be 3 per cent, because we
aren't paying 3 per cent into the fund, so it must be under
that .
WOLLMAN: I think the Excel report estimated the payments into the fund were running about 3 per cent of the
total payroll. I believe you are referring tofhe Buck report
now.
DUNCAN:

How can that be?

OLLIMill: Because it is earmarked for certain other
funds, but it amounted to about 3 per cent of payroll costs.
I think that is the way it worked.
DUNCAN: There are 55~ people retired for service
1th an annual payroll of $821,988, and then on disability
retirement there are 309 people with a payroll of $343,440
a year, making a grand total of 861 people on retirement
no, with an annual retirement benefit of $1,165,428.
FARRIS:

How much is paid into the fund each year no?

DUNCAN: I believe last year it was three quarters of a
lllillion dollars•

11-13-56.
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FARRIS:

Total amount from all institutions?

DUNCAN: No, no. The excess went into the fund over
what it took to pay the retirement benefits.
FARRIS:

About three quarters of a million do llars

excess?
DUNCAN: I believe that is right.
that percentage diminishes every year.

But, of course,

HAAS: I want to know what the total payroll is of
people under the retirement act at present. My question is,
is it larger than this deficit? I suspect that it might be,
and, if so, why do we have to pay 3.7% into the payroll to
pay off a deficit?
DUNCAN: I am sorry, but I don't understand your question exactly, I guess.
HAAS: There is supposed to be 3.7 per eent of the
present payroll paid in to pay the interest on the deficit?
DUNCAN:

That is right.

HAAS1 Is the payroll more or less than the deficit,
the total in the state?

DUNCAN: If anybody can figure it out, I can give you
something to work with. The interest on the $55, 000,000 is
1,679,116. Now, that is 3 per cent. Wait a minute. That
1~ 3•7 per cent of the total payroll. So if somebody w1 th a
1
s de rule knows what that is, I can tell you what the total
payroll is.

MEMBER:

That is $55,966,000.

HAAS : Can we comment on this matter now, or do you
want to go on and finish first?
DUNCAN:

Perhaps it might be well to go on through
O tre r things we want to get to which
may explain some of this.
first because there are

t

HAAS:
DUNCAN:

All right.
These deductions made by the actuary are based

~~ the following assumptions: that the New Mexico economy will
Samain the same• that the number of teachers will remain the
me•' anct that the
'
salary structure will remain t h e same.

He
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indicated also if the retirement system improves 3 per cent
per year that in ~4 years the system will have doubled in
value, and in 34 years the entire accrued liability will be
eliminated simply from the improvement in the system.

DEAN GAUSEhITZ:

hat do you mean by improvement in

the sys tern?
DUNCAN : Increase according to the number of teachers
paying into it, or the number of salaries.
Well, this actuary, Mr . Excel, was asked also, since
the cost of our present system was so great, to work out a
plan integrated with Social Security in such a way that it
would reduce the cost to the state system, and you will see
what that amounts to in the lower half of the page on Table
r. He proposed to reduce the state retirement benefit by
one-half of the primary benefits to Social Security; that is
to say, you deduct one-half of $108.50, which is the maximum-and most of us are entitled to the maximum, so I am assuming
we will be entitled to the maximum here--and that would mean
one-half of $108.50 would be deducted from the maximum New
bex8
ico Retirement of $150, making then $95 •75, plus the
~10 .50. Then, of cc:urse, if, when you retire, you are married and your wife is 62 years of age, then you can g et for
your wife al so another $54• 50 a month. I didn't prepare any
tables to show you what it would amoW1t to at different
salary levels because most of us would be entitled to the
maximum, both on the State Hetir.mn t and on the Social Security.
Now, the normal cost of the state's share of the integrated system would be lowered because the state wouldn't
have to pay ,150 a month, but it would have to pay out for the
state's part only $95 .75 a month. Naturally, that brings the
cost down. So, according to this actuarial firm, the normal
cost would be reduced from 7.9 per cent of payroll to 5.7 per
cent of payroll. And of course since the accrued liability
~ldn
'
u
't be so great and
where we' are not going to pay off
the accrued liability th~ terest would come down from 3• 7
Per cent to 3.0 per c~nt of the total payroll, making a total
~ost of 8.7 per cent, in addition to which the Social SecuriSY truces would have to be paid. This past year the Social
ecurity tax was only~ per cent on the part of the employer
on the part of the employee. This next year it will be
s;5 Per cent, and in 1975 it will go up to 4.5 per cent. You
de, the cost of the state's part of the plan has been reSUCed to 8.7 per cent of the payroll before you figure the
oc1a.1 security truces in.

rd
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I want to comment on one thing there. Let me give
you one additi onal figure I didn't get on this table . I didn't
estimate the Social Security taxes here. If you take one level
figure, the actuary figures the Social Security tax will work
out to 3.1 per cent of the total salary . You will remember
you pay at the present time 2 per cent on the first $4~00 of
salary, but in the long run for those of us who live long
enough to collect on Social Security and live to the time when
the Social Security tax goes up to the maximum, it will amount
to about 3.1 per cent of our total salary, and, of course, the
state would have to match it, so that the amalgamated system
ould cost 14.9 per cent, but it does provi de greater benefits;
that is to say, you would have Social Security benefits, too.
True, you would have less than $150, but you would have Social
Security in addition.
Now, that is a little hard on us because as of the present moment we are entitled to that $150. I suppose you, like
me, would be willing to cut that $150 down to $95 •75 in order
to be sure you got 1 t. Carta inly I would. And, of course,
the ot her alternative is to expect the State to pay for it,
and I am a little dubious about the State being willing to do
that.
One assumption in here is a little dangerous. You
emember the State law provides a person may retire at age
O, and, of course, Social Security doesn't operate until
you ar e 65. We are accustomed to thinkin g of retiring at
age 65, but the public schools are accustomed to thinking
of retiring at age 60 . The question was asked, '' hat will
these people who retire at age 60 do until they are 65?"
r. Excel says the person who retires at 60 will treat his
state benefit as if it were earned salary and would pay a
Social Security tax on 1 t, and because of the permission in
the Federal Law for five years drop- out, he would still be entitled to the maximum at the time of retirement at age 65, and
hen he got to be 65 he would get the total Soc al Security.
He was assuming it wou ld be possible to finagle 1 t that way,
I wonder if that isn, t a dangerous assumption, v.1 thout
:ing
a lawyer at all. But you see what would have to happen
1
th that the retiring person paying a Social Security tax on
is amount of money between the ages of 60 and 65 then has
~ot to change his classification when he reaches b5 in order
t~ keep from having to continue to pay on that state benefit
cae rest of the time . Well, I think that is dangerous beUse, in the first place
I have been told that the constit ut1
'
Onl on of New Mexico forbids
paying of pensions, and that t h e
cali way the retirement law got by that r estr iction was to
th
the retirement pay emeritus pay, if you please, and say
at it is salary and that the people on retirement under this

6
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arrangement are always subject to any duty which they may be
called upon to perform and which they are capable of performing. So the assumption that you could pay Social Security
tax on the New Mexico Retirement until age 65 and then receive all of the New Mexico Retirement tax free while receiving the Social Security seems to me to be a little bit
shady. I would be worried about it.
Next is the matter of joint contribution, and I wanted
to comment on that here, too. My mentor in matters of retirement is really Ralph Edgel, and one of the things he insisted
upon in talking about retirement to different groups was that
joint-contribution plans are not different from any other kind
of retirement plans in so far as the cost is concerned. Actuarially, though, if we went on to a joint-contributory ·plan
in this state, I think we would have to increase the cost
slightly, ironically enough, but the reason, I think, is that
1t would not seem fair that any employer take money from each
individual teacher and set aside this money to pay for his retirement and then refuse to give that money back if the teacher leaves the system or to give it to his estate in case of
his death. Of course, that will cost money because it costs
the system more to return the contributions in those cases
~han it would if you would say, as we do at the present time,
You are leaving the system. You have nothing in it, so you
don 't get anything back." There is an estimate as to what
that would cost, and the estimate of Mr. Buck and that of Mr.
Excel are very close. It costs about .15 of one per cent
more to the system for every 1 per cent the individual teacher contributes. In other words , to refund the money it will
cost the retirement system more . That means then that if the
individual contributes 3 per cent of his salary, it would not
reduce the total cost of the system by 3 per cent• It would
reduce it by only 2.55 per cent, because there would be . 45
of one per cent that that feature of returning the contribution is cos ting the system.
Now, do you want anything else said about that particular factor, I mean the slight extra cost to the system of
returning the contributions made by the individuals. That is
clear enough I guess isn't it? Then let us go to another
matter.
'
The N. M. E. A. will be balloted in November to find
what the choice of the membership is regarding several
P ans, and I think they wi 11 propose 11 ttle change in the
~resent system other than the change where because it is asru~ed that the individual will contribute, that they will
le urn the contributions of the indi victuals in case they
eave the system or die . At this time I do not know exactly
0

~

t

2
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what they will propose as the proper amount for the individual to contribute. It will be different, I suppose, based
on mether it is a plan for the state system alone or whether
it is an amalgamated plan with Social Security. It could be
3 per cent or it could be 4 per cent. As I say, they are
hesitant to pay the full cost of retirement from this moment
on because they fear it wi 11 deplete the Equalization Fund.
Certainly , some arrangement will be suggested for each member
to contribute t o the State system, and that will be one option,
that we will pay maybe a 3 per cent contribution on the part
of the individual.
Then there will be,also, another option where the plan
will be integrated with Social Security, and, of course, the
likelihood is that the individual will be asked to contri ute
more under that option because, as some of the members of the
retirement committee said, they are getting more for their money
and should be willing t~eontribute more money.
There as some
feeling on the committee that the indivi ual might be wil l ing
to go as high as 5 per cent of his salary to take care of the
cost of the amalgamated plan, but 5 per cent of salary plus the
Social Security tax, I think, would be a pretty strong jolt. I
0 n 't know that I would want to pay that amount.
Probably what
they mean is 5 per cent of his total salary to go towards both
the Social Security tax and his share of the state fund cost.
believe that we ought to adjust the amounts, the suggested
amounts, for assessing the cost to the indiviaual and the state
in such a way that the state would have to pay more•

I know we would all like to have the state do the \\hole
job, but, of course, we are not likely to get it that way.
~t 1 t does seem to me we can make a strong case for asking
1he state to pay more of the cost of the retirement than the
nd1vidual . And this is one of the reasons, probably ·the
principal reason that a large share of the cost--and you ill
reme mer
b
'
it was 7.9
per cent plus 3.7 per cent or 11. 6 per
cent in the Excel report--that a large part of the cost of
~:!irem ent is this figure here, which goes towards paying the
efi ts of the people who are already retired or who are al~:ady employed and have not contributed fully tqtheir share
this figure.
of
I am a good example.
I have been here since 1938, and,
ret course, nothing has been taken out of my salary to pay for
irement except the Social Security which was deducted starting in 1955.

all t

e might ask the state to pay this expense, and then
this figure which is the co st of the retirement between
state and the indi viaual •
e might '< 'Ork it out something

the o
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like this, for example: if the individual contributes his
cent under the amalgamated plan, and the state's contribution is 5. 3 per cent, by the time you add the Social
Security tax of 3.1 it would mean that the individual pays
7.1 and the state would be paying 8.4 per cent. Of course,
it wouldn't be so high next year because the Social Security
truces haven't gone up yet. But I have suggested we might
want to reduce those percentages in another way. One way
we can get the cost of retirement down considerably is by
abandoning the retirement age of 60 and setting it at 65.
Of course, if we wanted to eliminate retirement for 30 years
service, I know that is a very popular item with some of the
public schools, and I don't know whether it would go over
very well, if at all. But that would get the cost of retirement down considerably. The actuary can say only "considerably." He is unwilling to commit himself, naturally, because
he based all his figures on retirement at age 60. If you ask
him what it will cost to advance the retirement to age 65,
he would have to do all his ~ork over a ,ain. I asked Ralph
Edgel whether ~5 per cent was o.k., and he said he didn't
know. I believe if you live to age 65 you are expected to
have 13 years of life left in you. I believe the mortality
figures indicate something of that kind. If we don't pay
retirement from age 60 to 65, you see, there are not only
5 years that we are not paying retirement benefits out , but
we are paying into the fund during those years. So it seems
to me if we could persuade the people to agree ton advancing
the retirement age to 65 we might cut the co st by as much as
25 per cent. It is too late for us to get an answer to hat
question from the actuary, however, before the balloting of
the N. M. E. A. membership takes place. The balloting must
take place early in December in order that plans may be mad
to get it before the Legislature in January.

4 per

If you will look at Table No. II, now, I have dravm
up four different options, four different plans, two of v..hich
a.re based on retirement at age 60 and two of which are based
on retirement at age 65. Each one includes the benefits of
the state plan as it is at present, with the addition that
~he contributions of the individual would be returned to
1m if he dies or leaves the system before retirement. I
have suggested aso in these different plans how the cost of
retirement might be distributed between the individual and
the state. Look at the cost then, if you will, the normal
~ost, interest on accrued li~bility, and the Social Security
ax. In Plan I which is the present plan, if the individual
~ontributes 4 p~r cent of his salary, that would be all that
t~ would contribute, and then if we assess the state 1th
e 4.5 per cent extra to make up~he difference there , and
the state to pay ail of the interest on the accrued liaity, then the state would be paying 8.2 per cent of the

~ft
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Now, what would that provide?

I have indicated in the chart down below what it would
provide for different people. It would provide $150 per month
for anybody unless he was married to a woman, or maITied to a
spouse, who was entitled also t o the $150 per month, and there
are a good many people nowadays who are, so they would be entitled to $300 a month, of course, There would be no survivors' benefits, however, of any kind, and I have indicated
that we would change the present plan to permit withdrawal
of contributions upon the death of the individual or upon
his leaving the system. And it does have the disabi l ity
benefits, too.
Plan No. II is the plan integrated with Social Security. Suppose we said the individual would pay 2 per cent of
his total salary towards this cost and the state would pay
the balance, plus the cost of Social Security, the i n dividual
would then pay over the year 5.1 per cent and the state over
the years would pay 10.1 per cent of the total cost. Actually,
next year it wouldn't be quite so much because the Social
Security tax isn't that much next year.
This 3.1 per cent
is an overall cost of Social Security based over the years
under the present requirements of the act. Then what ould
that provide?
Well , $150 a month at age 65, and then the same as in
Plan IV. 'lhis is retirement at age 60. So I am assuming here
that we wouldn't try any monkey business, you lmow, bet een
ages 60 and 65, of saying, "Now, I am earning this and it i a
pay, and now I am not and it is retirement. 11 You are the
ones who should get m~re expert opinion on that. I am go ng
to fight against it in the Committee unless you think I should
do differently. The combined pay for a married man with a
wife aged 62 is the same . The combined pay for a maITied man
~hose Wife is entitled to maximum Social Security payments in
er own right would be the same as above.
The combined pay
{ 0 r spouses both entitled to the maximum state retirement
ben!fits and maximum separate Social Security benefits would
e 300 to age 65 and then the same as in Plan IV .
Survivors, benefits, those which are contained in Social Security,
~es . Return of individuals' contributions, yes, but not the
ocial Security contributions. Disability benefits, yes,
~der the state and under Federal Social Security which now
rankly, I haven't
as disability retirement at age 50.
studied the effect of the Federal la permitting disability
r!~irement under Social Security and how that would fit in
hour disability retirement here in New exico.
Then let us move over t o the next two columns under
etirement at age 65 . Suppose we say the individual pays 3

R
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per cent and the state pays 3.36 per cen t, add itional cost.
You see, I have added t o the cost of the plan t he cost of
returning the indivi duals' contributions, and then I am estimating that the tot a l cost would be 25 per cent less under
this plan of extending the retirement age to 65. Nobody tells
me that is a good fi g ure or a bad figure. The actuary says,
11 ell, it could be.
I can't say." And the actuary says the
reduction in cost wi l l be substantial, so if that is true,
and we pay the 3 per cent and the state the 3. 36 per cent
plus the cost for tak ing care of the accrued liability, then
the state would be taking care of the 6.14 per cent, and, of
course, the benefits would be the same as they are under Plan
I. Then amalgamted with Social Security y ou don't need to
worry about the time between age 60 and age 65. You would
get the full state benefits at this time and the Social Security at the same time.
Of course, if the individual contributed
1.5 per cent toward this reduced cost and then pai d his Social
Security tax o~er the years, he would be paying on 4.6 per cent
and the state would be paying on 8. 35 per cent. The Social
Security tax is on the first $4200 of salary. And, of course,
the be-nefi ts are spelled out there. Assuming we would all be
entitled to the maximum and then if we have wives or husbands
entitled to the benefits under the state plan and Social Se~fity, then that would be a considerable amount. I have
sted the assumptions below.
Now, it has seemed to me that it mi ght be to our advantage to get the cost of the state combined with Social Se~urity as low as we possibly could because t hen we might wish
~ add supplemental retirement through T. I. A. A., or some
0 her form.
Of course there is a possi bi l l ty we will wind
~P With a state retire~ent system that costs so much for the
enefits it provides that we will be better off to pull out
say we will get our retirement some other way, that we
t 1 set up a plan or buy it through an insurance company or
ge it from the T. r. A. A. If we get this plan t o the lowpossible cost, then we could supplement with the T. I. A.

~f

:~t
wh

There are certain advantages to a retirement system
cU:re you don't have to figure out so much money must be achi ulated in every individual's account before you can pay
me~tretirement, and, if the next Legislature passes a retirethat law that does not satisfy us--I think th a t the dan ger is
ti
they Will pass a law that will not take into consideratn0~ the total cost of the retirement plan. They wil l just
knc toward 1 t. I have a feeling that 1 s dangerous• I don't
a )W how you feel about it.
r have at the rot tom of Table III
ca~ Retirement Poll on which I would li k e to have you indintg~tyour preference and tear this off and leave it here to• That would give me some notion as t o what yo u prefer,
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and it will aid me a good deal in what I will say to the Retirement Committee which will seek to influence the Legislature on retirement. And the President al so would like to
have any indication of your preferences in the matter. Also, if you would like to see some supplemental retirement
through one of these four proposals, you might indicate that
at the bottom where it says, "Other comments:" If you think
the cost of the plan should be distributed differently, you
might suggest that, also. You see I set this down as a means
of getting a consensus, if we could.
I put at the top of Table III some Histories whi ch
Ralph Edgel got together, and I suppose most of us would
come under History E, nearer that perhaps--and that gives
you an idea of what retirement might cost if we supplemented
our present retirement with T. I. A. A. retirement.
Now, I think I have said everything I want to say here,
and I wonder if there are any questions or co mments that I
could help with.
FARRIS: I am not thoroughly convinced we can't carry
this program of $150 as it has been outlined before. If we
can go· back and do as you suggested at one point, I think we
ought to do it, and set the r etirement at 65, and, even though
e retired at 60, make no payments until age 65. I think the
present act is so liberal we can't afford it. In fact, half
of the people on retirement now are on because of disability,
&.nd it means that a person can start collecting the full amount
at around age 40 or even 35 for the rest of h s life if he hapPens to be a disability case. I question whether any retirement
:~stem can withstand that sort of drain. If we tighten up those
di ings, I think we can carry 1 t with out the heavy deductions in1 cated by the insurance companies here. Right now we are payin three- quarters of a million dollars more than we are
: ;ng out. In my opinion, as 1 ong as we are paying in as much
e are taking out, we are on safe ground.

t~

91

De&.n Farris, you are saying in effect that
cent is too high a price to pay for the retirement
sai,
have. In other words, you are saying 3 per cent of our
at ry Will pay for it , and every actuary who has ever looked
it says no.
DUNCAN:

"; ~ 0 Per

3 Per FARRIS:

He want s to accumulate $80,000,000, and t!llCe
think cent, and say that that guarantees a return, but I don't
that is necessary.
on the DEAN TRAVELSTEAD: I think Dr. Duncan is to be commended
work he has done here. I sat in on the counc 1 meeting
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last spring and again this fall, and I heard Mr. Buck talk
and Mr. Excel talk, and I listened carefully to what they
had to say, and I am convinced that the present system cannot hold up. I think you might draw on the board, Dr. Duncan., the curve as it usually proceeds in a retirement sys tam.
You will remember he said for the first ten to fifteen years
there is a gradual horizontal line, but after fifteen to
twenty years, there is a very steep rise.
It seems to me that some combined plan such as probably
No , IV here makes good sense. At least, it does from my vie point.

DUNC~: I would like to comment, if I may, on the
liberality of the disability retirement. I was a little
shocked at the first meeting of the Retirement Board. I attended two or three of them to find out how liberal this was.
But there is a justification for being liberal, and the reason is that very often people can be retired on disability
retirement who ought not be in a classroom with children.
'lhese teachers have tenure and you cannot fire them, but sometimes you can persuade them to leave in that way.
FARRIS:

I think it is wrecking your retirement system.

DR. GENTRY:

Are these four plans the ones that are to
be submitted to the N. M. E. A.?

DUNCAN:

No, these are plans I dreamed up.

I want to

be influential with the committee.
If it looks to you s if
we ought to get this retirement age extended to 65, or as if

it ought to be amalgamated with Social Security to get the
cost down, then you see I will know this faculty feels that
;ay, and, if this faculty feels that way, I will try to inluence them in that way and presumably the other higher institution faculties v 111' go along with us•
DR. ICKER: I don't understand what the point is on
!~ting on Plans I and III. I can see II and IV because we
e already under social security. Why should we vote on
~lans I and III? \Jould that be saying we want to give up
ur social security?
That would be saying in effect that we
DUNCAN:
No.
have Soc1 al Security and that we think enough of the present
Plan that we w nt to pay the cost of it. In other words, e
ant to take both of them.
b
ICKER· That merely means we want to keep both of them,
ut separately?
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DUNCAN: Yes, and pay the cost of both. Suppose we
take Plan I and, of course, keep the Social Security we
now have, we would have to add that 3.1 per cent for Social
Security to each of these figures on Table II, which would
make 7.1 for the total cost of the individual contribution
and 11.3 per cent for the State's contribution. If you
vote for Plan I or f or Plan III, you are saying in effect,
11 I want this, plus Social Security.
I want all the $150
plan plus the Social Security."
FARRIS:

Suppose we don't agree with the percen-

tages?
DUNCAN: I would be happy to have you indicate what
you think the percentages should be .
FARRIS: I don't think we will run into the predicament the actuaries have indicated ten or fiftee n years from
now . There are sever al assumptions on here wh ich I do not
agree with.
DR. WOLLMAN: I don't think they are making any assumptions other than the h istory of drop-outs and accruals
into the public school system. The difference between the
Buck report and the Excel report is that Buck based his projected cost on the bas is of na ti onal exper ence on the
grounds that New Mexico data was not available, and the
Excel report was based on what was happening in New Mexico .
Even so, there wasn't very much difference in the cost of
the two estimates.
DUNCAN: That is right.
the s ame in b o th cases •

The total cost was about

WOLLMAN: This is just about as accurate a forecast
of the situation in the State of New Mexico as can be made
at this time .
DR. JULIAN DUNCAN: May I raise this question: Under
the State administration would we be allowed retirement at
age 65 while the public schools continued with age 60?
DUNCAN• i e are now. There are lots of them in the
Public school; who are older than 60 no w and are still emPloyed.
PROFESSOR CLARK: May I ask a question about your
ssumption 3 on Table rr . Is that decrease in costs by 25
Per cent on the assumption that the whole system will advance to the age 65?
a
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IUNCAN: Yes. But it won't decrease the Social Security. I took that from somebody, but I don't know how
reliable it is at present.
CLARK: It is an important assumption, and I believe
pretty shaky one. A lot of people would say this would
apply to people coming into the system only, and not to
people already in it.
a

DUNCAN: The only justification I can give to that
is that it will bring about a substantial reduction .
WOLLMAN: Bob, there is one thing I am wondering
about, and that is the way you have the two alternatives
for age 65 set up. It is in the proportion between the individual and the state contributions. As I understand your
Plan III, we would have 3 per cent of the first $4200?
DUNCAN:

No, the total salary.

VOLLMAN: Total salary. Then it becomes even more of
problem.
Under this Plan IV we pay 4. 6 per cent, is that
right?
a

DUNCAN:

Yes.

WOLLMAN: Let us assume an average salary of $5,000
a year. Then that would be a difference of what? $75 a year
in terms of the individual contribution. Is that right?
DUNCAN:

Yes.

WOLLMAN: But the difference in benefits would be
about $54 per single individual.
IDNCAN:

Yes.

WOLLMAN: If you then asked me which I prefer,
th Pl I would
III
say, "Well, I will get a lot more for my money wi
an
'
&nd
th
better
pl
Em."
I
believe
1
t
is yet I suspect Plan IV is
e
d it with the
just
in
the
particular
way
you
havet
atrr~~~ributions,
and
1 PPortionment of the individual and s a e c
t
lt
I wonder if this shouldn't be rev1orked so that tha resu
would not emerge.
ll.JNCAN:

III

Can you make a suggestion:

WOLLMAN: The total amount is 9.14 per cent under Plan
Bnd 12.95 per cent under Plan IV.
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Ye s .

WOLLMAN: Or roughly an incres..Be of what? About 35
per cent. You could si mply raise both contributions under
Plan III by the pro portionate amount, and then I don't
think you would run into that problem.

DR. ~ELDON;

There is an objection there, if I may
Most people ar e married, and this is the most important to them.

!ay so.

DUNCAN: I suppose each individual will take into
consideration his own peculiar situation.
WOLLMAN: If you present Plan III and Plan IV as they
now are to the N. M . E. A. general membership, you may run
into opposition tha t you ought not really run into. It would
result simply from the arbitrary way you have divided these
contributions, and I think that could be revised.
DUNCAN:

I think that is right.

DR. BAHM: Under Plans I and III the benefits are $150
month, but you pay either 4 per cent or 3 per cent. Under
the T. I. A. A., if you paid either 4 per cent or 3 per cent,
could you estimate what the monthly income would be from that?

a

DUNCAN: If you have a History E, your retirement pay
would be about $1420.
system.

BAHM:

Then you get more for your money under this

DUNCAN: No, you would have to go back and be thirty
years old again•
BAHM:

Oh, yes, I see.

c t
DUNCAN: California has a system under which the pert~n age of your payments depends upon your age when you enter
pe~ service. When you enter, the older you are, the higher
cen tage you pay•
ali

MEMBER: Did you also consider the possibility of
gning with the college retirement equity fund?

the T. DUNCAN: If we, as a University faculty, went into
I. A. A., it would be with that.

MEMBER:

That has an advantage, I believe.
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DUNCAN:

I would certainly want to agree.

DR. LONGHURST: Does the State retirement provide a
greater advantage f or people who are fairly close to retirement than those who are twenty years away from retirement?
DUNCAN:

Yes.

LONGHURST:
ould it be possible to continue the State
retirement for those who wanted it and drop it for those who
don' t want it?
DUNCAN:

If you could get the State to pay for it.

LONGHURST:
DUNCAN:

· ould that be possible?

I doubt if the State would buy that.

J. DUNCAN: Is it possible that the N• • E.A. will be
voting on a 65-years-of-age retirement this fall?
DUNCAN: I don't know. I would like to persuade them
to put that in as one of the alternatives.

J. DUNCAN: Is there any i~dication that the ability of
the teacher in the public school system is any less than the
ability of the college teacher in the ages 60 to 65? Is there
any medical evidence -of this?
DUNCAN: I don't lmow
superintendents would resist
say when a person gets to be
they are easily irritated by
age of 53, I can say I agree

of any, but I do lmow some of the
advancing that age to 65. They
60 in a classroom with children
the children. At my advanced
with them.

I think one thing that might persuade the superintendents to buy that advance to age 65 would be to make sure we
allow a liberal disability retirement.
h

DR. TIREMAN: Isn't there another possibility that
not been mentioned here? Under Social Security the maxium for a married man is about $190 for himself and his wife
Who 1 s 62' i sn, t it?

Ill as

DUNCAN:

Yes, the combined pay for a married man---

Social TIREMAN: No, no, I
Secur1 ty.

am

talking about just straight
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DUNCAN:
TIREMAN:
DUNCAN:

Yes.

It is

$108.50

plus

$54.30.

$162?
Yes.

TIREMAN: Isn't there a possibility we would be better
off to cut loose from the State entirely and just pay the Social Security tax and take the Social Security retirement?
DUNCAN:
indicate.
TIREMAN:

a possibility?

DUNCAN:

If any of you like that, I wish you would so
I haven't figured that out.

Would that be

It certainly might be.

TIREMAN: If a man had 15 years to pay, it might be
better for him in the long run.
WOLLMAN: It wouldn't be better in the long run under
~res Jnt conditions because the teacher has been subsidized
Yb other tax revenues, and he would be giving up a prospective
su sidy by cutting loose from the State.
DEAN v'wYNN : Dr. Duncan, I remember when this business
went in, and everybody knew--! am referring to the State plan-fd everybody knew at the time that it wasn't on a sound basis
t~ 0 the actu ries' original r~port, but we were promised at
a time the State Legislature would come to the rescue if
we ever came to the point where the $150 of retirement per
:rson was not available. You said something a minute ago
out some ste~up in a state plan that would make it a little
!~under but not completely sound from the actuaries' point of
st:;· Have you considered the possibility that we simply
of ng along on the State system as it is now, hoping that most
oe us W111 get our $150, and banking on getting it from the 3
· r cent contribution with no individual contribution whatever.?

f

crued

DUNCAN:

The danger of postponing it is that this ac-

Stat liability figure increases at a terrific rate. If tthe
St5_te Would come to our rescue, that would be fine, but the
the ; law also provides in case there isn't enough money in
b Sis~d to pay the amount, it will be paid out on a pro-rat
n, an EAN SORRELL: I was in New Mexico when this first went
got in~ I know the thinking of a lot of people was that if we
0

trouble the Legislature would bail us out.
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:OONCAN:

They are not so sure now.

SORRELL: No, they are not so sure now.
'Jhey take
that 3 per cent sales t ax now, and maybe they will step it
up to 4 per cent.
That was the thinking when this law
first went in.
DUNCAN:

It was a sort of pay-as-you-go philosophy.

SORRF.LL: I don't think at that time anybody thought
of it on an actuarial basis.
DUNCAN: I wonder what you think of Nat ~ollman's suggestion that we a d. just this Plan I I I here and take a ballot
by mail .
Do you like that?
MEMBERS:
DUNCAN:

Yes.
Is th a t ag reeable to the group?

MEMBER: I am just wondering i f this ballot woul d have
a real significance in view of the diminished number of people
left here at this time. Let us discard this bal lot entirely
and make out a ne w one, possibly with the adjustment you have
just mentioned.
CASTETrER: I believe that is what Dr. Duncan had in
I believe that itis a reasonable way to handle the matand, if that is s a tisfactory, Dr. Duncan will proceed
a ong that line.

~ind .

tr,

di
If there is nothin g further, then, we will close the
I ~cussion on this matter and take up any other announcements.
elieve Dr. }'leek has an announcement.
Whi
DR. FLECK: I have been asked to read this letter,
Resolution
th ch was sent to President Popejoy, as well as to each of
Le other college presi d ents in the State of New Mexico, from from NMEA
Council
t~~~. Bennett, Past President, New Mexico Education Associacalling fa
increased
salaries
of th "The following resolution was adopted by the Council
ses 1 e New Mexico Education Association during its regul r
fes!i~n, on October 24, 1956. It is an expression of the pro•e
n s sober concern for the plight of our colleges, which
men~ecognize are faced simultaneously with increasing enrolls and inadequate budgets.

.

Cou.ncilResolution adopted in New Mexico Education Association
meeting October 24, 1956, during the report of the
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Salary Policy Committee.

This Association is gravely alarmed by critical salary problems of Ne w Mexico colleges and universities.

Therefore, the Association emphasizes its belief that
the public welfare and t he s oundness of the total educational
system depend upon immediate action by the people and their
elected represent a tives in efforts to provide increased ft.mds
to these institutions in order that their administrative officers and regents may sharply increase the salaries of wellqualified, competent colle ge teachers.
The obvious necessity for continued high standard college teaching to meet technological and other personnel needs
of the nation in its present international struggle for survival and the effects of the increasing inroads of competing
employing agencies into the existing force of college teachers
only lend urgency to this emphasis."
Adjou.-rnment

5:32 p.m.

~John N. Durr ie,
Secretary of the Faculty.
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TABLE I

Coates, rTerfurth and England Analysis

$13,850,000
Pr esent value of benefits to people retired
80,180,000
"
11
"
"
"
"
11011, employed
194,030,000
Total present value of benefits
3,21+0,000
Less present Retirement Fund
590,790,000
Balance needed
Payments by present employees before retirement
31+,820,000
(7.9i of payroll)
Balance needed to euar~intee payments
55,970,000
of people both employed and retired
·~Ea

\:e

do not need to ·worry a boui people ,110

future because
t 1r benefits

\oJ 111

be employed in t

7. o/J{ of their payroll ·will p1•ovide eno gh money to pay

I 1e do not find -~he $55s9?0,000 to guar~ntee benefits of people no,
ployed or on rettrement al:~eady, ·He mt st at least add each year 3%
1 terest on that amount (·which ic. $1,679,0 o ) to keep the accrued liabil t
om becomi ng any :.arger
(Since the syste m is backed · by the state
gover nment and 'vJ111 presumably never go out of business, the sum ,.,111
t be needed prov:*ded an amount equal to 3% inter . . st is p id into the
fund. ) This interust is also a cost of' l"etj.rement and amounts to 3. 7%
Thus the total cost or the present retirement system 1.
0 t he payroll.
Normal c<>st
7.9% of payroll
11
I nterest on accrued liability
3.7% 11
Total cost 1·~of payroll
bov figures based on follo., ng assumr.i ions:
~- the Ifev1 ltexico e onomy remains the same;

• the number of teachers remains t 1e some,

3. the salary structure !'emains tl1e same.
(I t

system gro,,s 3% per year, it ·Jould double in 24 years and in 34'
the entire accrued lia ili ty lJouJ.d be liquj dated.)
State Plan
ITS:

1• Reduce state benefit by l/2 the ·Jri"' ary benefits of Social
Security. {l<'or most of us that ,., ould reduce the state benefit
fr om $150 per ·1onth to$ 95. 75.)
2 Pay Social security benefits in ful: • (~ 108. 5u or those entitled to maximum plu · 51+. 30 for a ·wife 62 years old--or plus
$108. 5o foz· a ,..,ife 62 years old if she is entitled to maximum
Securj.ty benefits in her own right)
3• Social
Other benei'its of Social secu.'t"ity
OF INTEGRATED PLA !:

ormal cost
Interest on accru

of payr 11
liability
Total cost

"

"

of payroll (plus tiocial
.,ccurity taxe )

1 : ouir 1 cost f i tegra ed pla is .o ,, r because the benefits
lo 1 :r 0 { t h state fund are louer ( 95. 75 versus 1$0). Th inter s

1ts.) so bec aus e t e ac rued liability goes dO'm ·11th low r ed

')l

TABIE II• POSS IBLE PL.I\NS

B~tirement
e 6_0
Plan I
Plan II
State Plan onl
s tate J:ilan in·
rna1v.
State
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Contrib.
Contrib: Contrib.
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Yes

U1i1.ons is .l.~1> or pay,;ol.l ror each]% contributed by 1nd1v1dusl
_ ~etirement charges to first $6000 of income not significant enough to calculate here.
Effect of advancing retirement age to 65 will decrease costs by 2!1-$.

_ Coates, IIerfurth and England analysis and recommendations are sound.

5.

That the state w~11 ~n the future pay a percentage 0£ the payro11 into the r etirement fund instead
a percentage

or

the Equa1~zat~on Fund.

6e That facu1ty members w~11 quo1~fy ror maximum Socia1 Security payments.
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